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Abstract. This paper reflects on the whole path of work in digital humanities, on the light of the projects related to text processing under
development at CIDEHUS. These projects deal with a rich heritage related to the Portuguese culture, history and language. This paper reflects on the many challenges to be faced and how NLP techniques may
broaden the capabilities of organising and sharing knowledge related to
these resources.
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Introduction

This paper presents and discusses the challenges faced by projects under development at CIDEHUS (Center for History, Culture and Societies), in the area of
Digital Humanities, particularly those related to text processing. The main point
in common in the interdisciplinary projects we discuss here is having Portuguese
texts as their primary knowledge source, mostly pre-contemporary ones. The
differences are mainly the historical periods of the sources, whether manuscripts
or printed material, and their stage of digitisation, which varies from digital
images, PDF texts and digitised texts. The paper presents an overview of the
collections that are of interest. Then, we discuss the common starting points
to deal with not yet digitised material, and then discuss the first organisation
⋆
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requirements once they are digitised or transcribed. Next, we present the more
advanced processing undertaken in some of the collections under study, as well
as discuss current research goals and how NLP is required or involved. At last,
we present our concluding remarks.

2

DH at CIDEHUS: dealing with sources from the 15th
century to date

The Centre for History, Culture and Societies (CIDEHUS) is an interdisciplinary
research centre of the University of Évora. It develops research in the intersection
of heritage, language, history, social sciences and more. CIDEHUS has been
conducting research in the area of Digital Humanities, dealing with texts, 3d
models, georeference, maps, music, tourism experiences etc. In this paper we
focus on those research in the area of DH which are more closely related to text
collections. These collections under analysis cover a broad range period, as listed
below:
– From the 14ht to the 16th century, “Cortes Portuguesas” is a source under
analysis by Hermı́nia Vilar.
– From the 16th and 17th centuries: (i) the letters collected in “Livro das
Monções” are studied in a project led by Ana Sofia Ribeiro [13]; (ii) António
Vieira´s unfinished work (“História do Futuro”) is studied by Ana Paula
Banza [2].
– From the 18th-century, we have: (i) the Parish Memories, with related projects
led by Fernanda Olival [15] [11]; (ii) the medical books and treatises of Curvo
Semedo, studied in a project led by Maria Finatto [4] [12] and (iii) the first
Portuguese nursery handbook ”Postilla Religiosa, e Arte de Enfermeiros”
(1741) studied by Filomena Gonçalves [5].
– Addressing contemporary scientific literature, we have the research conducted by Ivo Santos based on archaeology reports [16]
The heterogeneity of these sources poses a series of challenges, from digitisation
up to natural language processing and the organisation of the acquired knowledge
in semantically structured databases. In the next, section we will discuss these
challenges.

3

Initial steps

DH projects may benefit from current AI and NLP techniques for better access to the sources, including digitisation, the addition of metadata, information
extraction, knowledge representation techniques, annotated corpora, creation of
data sets and linked data. NLP and AI methods, however, must be adapted to
different needs, and better user interfaces are required for the developed methods
to be used out of the context of programming frameworks. We start by presenting
the initial steps for DH projects, which are full of challenges themselves.
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Starting points: digitisation

OCR technology is often applied for sources available in PDF files. In our current
projects, we have the Monsoon letter (“O livro das Monções”), the books and
treatises of Curvo Semedo, and some of the Archaeology reports at this stage.
OCR output quality varies a lot depending on the format and quality of the
input. It is a basic but not solved problem [19]. It is often the case that OCR
outputs must pass through extra processing or manual correction to make the
source fit for the next steps.
Besides the challenges posed by OCR quality, there are projects that need
digitisation from original manuscripts, which is yet a different problem. Transcription tools such as Transkribus [7] help digitisation in these cases.
3.2

Processing digitised sources

Once a source, or corpus of study, is already digitised, the organisation of its
metadata is of great relevance. The digital material must identify itself well,
that is, it should inform to which collection it belongs, what is the place of each
file, and so on. The metadata can also describe the document structure, when
required. It is also important to separate metadata from the actual data. For
transcribed material, for instance, one should identify headers, page numbering
or comments in an organised way. This is essential for further processing. Metadata is also important to connect a source with other sources, and connect them
to the linked open data [10].
Beyond metadata organisation, there is the problem of normalisation. In
Digital Humanities it is often the case that the sources, being from a distant
time, present grammatical variations, both spelling and morpho-syntactic. Understanding these differences and being able to translate or associate ancient
writings to the current standards is an essential step towards other processing
levels [3].
Another way of mitigating the writing variants is to create language models
that include substantial corpora from other time periods, with their naturally
occurring variants or to add a final training phase (tuning) to adapt the model
to the variants [1].
From this point, with digitised, normalised texts or with suitable language
models, we can make better use of current NLP tools that are already developed, such as automatic translation, named entity recognition, event extraction,
correference resolution, question answering, and many others. However, such developments require not only current NLP tools, but also closer interaction with
scholars, for the final adaptations for their needs and suitable interfaces.

4

Next (more advanced) steps

The DH group at CIDEHUS has advanced in processing some of its collections,
using AI and natural language processing tools to create knowledge bases that
may be useful for other researchers. Further ahead we describe some of the
developed resources.
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4.1

Resources under development

The Parish Memories One example is the work done with the Parish Memories. It is a rich collection, very well studied in Portugal. The digitised version of
microfilms from the originals are available at the Portuguese National Archive
(Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo). There are also many printed books reproducing parts of the material. A first digital version was made freely available
through CIDEHUS Digital Portal6 . The application of NLP techniques is now
possible due to past projects that worked on the manual transcription of the
original manuscripts. From this collection, a named entity dataset was automatically built using previously developed systems for named entity recognition [17],
based on machine learning techniques and language models. The initial entity
categories considered were the usual, person, location, and organisation. The
named entities extracted from the Parish Memories constituted a dataset that
was made available to the community. The digitised texts are provided with
their respective lists of named entities [20]. As it was based on a completely
automated process, a curation phase for this data is still foreseen in the future
developments of this source.
The Archaeology Corpus A Portuguese corpus is being built in the domain
of archaeology. The main sources of information considered are reports of archaeological works, academic theses and specialised bibliography. Among these
sources, the “Portal do Arqueólogo” (Archaeological Data Management Tool)
stands out for housing structured information. In this portal, the information
is distributed in three main groups: sites, works and projects. A project can be
made up of several archaeological works, and a work can refer to one or more
sites. As of June 2021, this corpus had 36275 records of archaeological sites and
39947 works. The goal is to extract and organise information using NLP methods. Some analysis made on this corpus allows identifying periods in time with
more intensive archaeological work and many other aspects of archaeology in
Portugal. This initial corpus and the analyses made upon it is described in more
detail in [16].
4.2

Further research goals

The various projects of the group have different processing needs. For the work
being developed with the writings of Padre António Vieira, História do Futuro
[2], for instance, the assessment of semantic similarity [9] is quite significant.
Although semantic similarity is a well-developed problem, finding a suitable,
applicable tool and creating helpful interfaces for the source analysis are some
of the challenges.
Event Extraction is another interesting NLP task, with resources developed
for Portuguese [14]. The challenge, in this case, is to adapt these tools to the
6
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language of the period, an effort under exploration in the project related to the
Monsoon letters [13].
Ontology linking is one of the goals of the Curvo Semedo project [12], where
health terminology can be found and mapped to existing ontologies [18]. These
mappings are a way of enriching the resource and establishing what areas of
medicine, anatomy and which kind of diseases and medications were known from
that time, according to that source. Currently, the vocabulary - terminologies
and related expressions - used within Semedo’s manuals are contrasted with
those used along with the nursery manual printed in 1741 [5]. This contrast
may be useful to identify different perspectives, concepts and behaviours of the
various health care professionals and practitioners at that time.
Regarding the source of “Cortes Portuguesas”, one of the purposes is to
identify and analyse concepts occurring in the speeches of the Courts and the
argumentation used in the royal legislation. The quest is to grasp the origins
of an ethics of behaviour of royal officers, to the establishment of control and
accountability systems and the control of corruption in low-middle-age societies.
On top of the other mentioned task, argumentation mining [8] might be the kind
of processing that may accelerate the analysis made by the scholar in this kind
of project.
In fact, all these different tasks are complementary, and one ambitious goal
would be a unified environment combining them to study these sources and
others. On the other hand, there are many other possibilities, as dealing with
textual information towards meaning is an endless effort.
4.3

FAIR Data and Ontology Development

Naturally, with the evolution of the studies mentioned here, data will be produced, as was the case for the named entities in the Parish Memories [20]. The
efforts of sharing data has a long way to go in terms of standardisation. It is
very important to make data compliant to the FAIR principles (Findability,
Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reusability) [21]. Also, an essential step towards improving FAIRness of data is using vocabularies and ontologies for data
and metadata representation [6]. While diverse vocabularies are available for
metadata representation (as DCAT, PROV-O, etc.), extending existing domain
ontologies or developing new ones to better fit the specificities of each corpus or
source is required.

5

Concluding Remarks

CIDEHUS has a rich portfolio of projects with a great potential to be explored
through the advancements of the area of Digital Humanities. The ideal is that
all collections in this portfolio follow the same digitisation standards, such as
those proposed by TEI (the Text Encoding Initiative) and the FAIR principles
of Open Data. AI techniques are needed for treating the problems in all phases,
since those initial steps related to OCR quality, manuscripts transcription, the
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addition of metadata, and normalisation as well as the processing phases required
for translation, information retrieval and extraction, creation of knowledge basis,
and their association to ontologies. It is very crucial that a human centred AI
perspective must be taken into account to provide suitable user interfaces for
accessing the sources and the extracted data. All these projects and collections,
even with different goals, may gain by coexisting in the same environment and
thus sharing the use of the same powerful tools to deal with texts and their
encoded knowledge.
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